
FIM sustainability week 2021 in

On the base of the initiative of the FIM, Sustainability week 2021, the 
management board of the Slovak motorcycling Federation decided 
about action "small changes 

The members of the Slovak motorcycling federation have received a 
challenge to change the usual way of driving a car.

Members of the Slovak Motorcycle Federation have been challenged to 
change their usual way of driving a car to cycling or taking public 
transport. This will reduce CO2 emissions. We have collected some 
photos of SMF members who have taken up the FIM and SMF challenge 
and are cycling. 
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A good example and the first to send in a photo was the President of 
the Slovak Motorcycle Federation, Mr. Peter 
the Vice Presidents for the various sporting commissions, individual 
riders and officials. The photos with the idea of reducing CO2 
emissions, on the occasion of FIM sustainability week, were presented 
in the SMF press release and
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A good example and the first to send in a photo was the President of 
the Slovak Motorcycle Federation, Mr. Peter Lazar. He was followed by 
the Vice Presidents for the various sporting commissions, individual 
riders and officials. The photos with the idea of reducing CO2 
emissions, on the occasion of FIM sustainability week, were presented 
in the SMF press release and on the website. 
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